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The decade that analog died

It is popular at the end
of the year, and end of the
decade, to look back at the
changes and advances
that have occurred. The
decade of the double
aughts could be named
“the decade that analog
died.” Let’s take a look at
what happened.
At the beginning of the
decade, digital audio was
well established with the
use of the CD, but making
your own collections of favorite songs was still pretty much a task for tape
recording. It wasn’t long
into the decade that
recording your own CDs
not only became possible,
but mainstream. Recording to tape quickly became passe, as digital
quality sound was noticeably better and CDs allowed direct access to
songs. Audiotape still has
a few advantages, but it is
no longer the major player in audio recording. Interestingly, there appear
to be more choices for purchasing a turntable these
days than an audio cassette deck.
Ironically just as home
CD recording was taking
off, the MP3 digital music
format was launched allowing the listener to carry a library of music in a
device a fraction of the
size of even the smallest
CD player. The sales of
music CD declined by
decade’s end, as more music was being downloaded
from the Internet. Even
the way we listen to music
changed, as the home
stereo became the home
theater tying high quality
sound into the television.
And speaking of television, analog broadcasting
came to end in the past
decade requiring digital
to analog decoding boxes
for those who got their TV
signal “off the air.” And
though most homes still
probably have tube-based
televisions, you would be
hard pressed to find a
new one on the shelves
now. LCD has pretty
much replaced the way
we view things whether
on a computer or television.
The VCR, which came
of age in the early 80’s and
was the standard in home
recording and movie playback, gave way to DVD
and
digital
video
recorders. Play only DVDs
arrived in the mid 90’s,
but the VCR was the only
method for recording your
own television shows. The
VCR started dying when
digital home recorders,
like Tivo, came on the
market in the last decade,
which provided digital
quality, instant access to
programs, and storage far
beyond the tape. DVD
recording soon followed
and it is now difficult to locate just a standalone
VCR any more.
Recording
home
movies on video switched
from analog tape to digital tape and eventually to

DVD or flash memory
over the past decade.
With the exception of the
professional world, even
the standalone video camera may have seen its day
as most still digital cameras can do double duty as
video cameras. One video
professional I know has
switched to a high end
professional D-SLR for it’s
high definition capabilities.
Film, an area with
which I have had a longstanding relationship, also died in the last decade.
I started working with
digital imaging in 1994,
but it really didn’t start
becoming a contender to
film until 2000. At that
point a 3-mega-pixel camera cost $1,000, but the
prices
continually
dropped as the specifications increased. When the
6-mega-pixel SLR came
on the scene, film
diehards started losing
the argument about what
was better. Personally, I
switched and have not
looked
back.
Kodachrome, a name synonymous with Kodak, is
history as well as many
other different brands
and types film as it is rapidly retreating into a
niche market.
Along with film went
film processing. One-hour
labs were present in
many stores and/or had
the option to send the film
out to be processed. Now
there are only a few locations which still offer the
service. It had been my
dream of mine to have a
darkroom. When I discovered what could be done
in the digital darkroom of
the computer. The darkroom I started setting up
in the basement stills sits
unfinished after 16 years.
One last device worthy
of mention is something
most of us carry, the cell
phone. Over the years
they seem to continually
become more complex and
I think back on the simplicity of my first phone
the Startac, which is useless now as analog transmissions ended in 2008.
All phones now use digital
signals for transmission.
At this point it would
seem that radio is about
the last bastion of analog
usage having been in use
for more than 100 years.
Digital radio is here via
satellite, but it doesn’t appear to be replacing conventional radio broadcasting any time soon.
There may be some of
you shaking your head
wondering if all the technological changes will

Judge shaves nearly $2 million off
penalty in online song-sharing case

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
— A federal judge on Friday drastically reduced a
nearly $2 million verdict
against a Minnesota
woman found guilty last
year of sharing 24 songs
over the Internet, calling
the jury’s penalty ‘‘monstrous and shocking.’’
U.S. District Judge
Michael Davis reduced the
$1.92 million penalty a jury imposed against Jammie Thomas-Rasset of
Brainerd to $2,250 per
song, or about $54,000.
‘‘The need for deterrence cannot justify a $2
million verdict for stealing
and illegally distributing
24 songs for the sole purpose of obtaining free music,’’ Davis wrote.
Davis also denied
Thomas-Rasset’s request

for a new trial. He gave the
Recording Industry Association of America seven
days to either accept the
smaller penalty or to ask
for another trial to set new
damages.
Cara
Duckworth,
spokeswoman for the RIAA, said the group’s attorneys were still analyzing
the ruling and would have
no immediate comment.
Reached on her cell
phone, Thomas-Rasset
said the ruling was positive but that her attorneys
are planning an attempt
to get it lowered further.
‘‘Whether it’s $2 million or
$54,000, I’m a mom with
four kids and one income
and we’re not exactly
rolling in that kind of
dough right now,’’ she
said.

ever stop. The reality is, it
probably won’t. Where
we’ll be in another 10
years is anyone’s guess,
but whatever changes we
have in store, I don’t envision that it will compare
to the large departure
from entrenched analog
technologies that we saw
over the last decade. 0’s
and 1’s are here to stay,
for now.
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A convention attendee walks past high-efficiency toilets Wednesday at the
Kohler booth during the International Builders' Show in Las Vegas.

